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SUBJECTIVE ASEMIC POSTULATES, PART 2

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing did not evolve from handwriting, it
emerged from typewriting, and more specifically
from  typing on a keyboard for a computer screen.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing developed from typography, not
from calligraphy.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing is derived from the manipulation
of letter-arrangements in words, phrases and
sentences.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing did not come into being as a
result of emptying the mind and imitating
the processes of nature. It came into being as
a result of activating the mind and analyzing
the processes of writing.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

We can read things that are not written. We can
be frustrated in our attempts to read things that
are not written. But we gain nothing and learn
nothing by choosing to call things that are not
written asemic writing. We look at the sand on
a beach, or the bark on a tree, or the ripples in
a stream, and we can if we wish say that we are
reading what we are looking at, or that we are
unable to read what we are looking at, even
though in some ways it reminds us of writing,
but it does not become writing if we take a



photograph of it, it only becomes a photograph,
and it does not become writing if we make a
rubbing or an imprint, it only becomes a rubbing
or an imprint.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing began as a kind of experimental
textual poetry, not as visual poetry or visual
writing. It was in a sense a by-product of the
processes of recombination, permutation,
improvisation, and iteration.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing has as one of its immediate
antecedents my experiment of rewriting a
John M. Bennett poem while thinking about
Stephen Smale's horseshoe map and the
concept of topological mixing. Words and
letters that begin far apart will eventually
be close together, and words and letters
that begin close together will eventually
be far apart.  The variations are at least
in theory endless. (cf., Am Horseshoe,
John M. Bennett & Jim Leftwich, Luna
Bisonte Prods, 1996)

I took this kind of procedural experimentation
and added to it a subjective, processual stage
of associational improvisation. One source
text could provide the initial conditions, so to
speak, for the generation of a long series of
derivative texts.

The kinds of texts produced via these procedures
and processes seemed at least potentially
destined for asemia. The crucial aspect of this
critical concept was (and is) its existence as
potential, not as actuality.

Therefore, then and now: no such thing as asemic



writing, only a kind of unattainable goal posited
as a source of energy for our ongoing textual
mutations.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

My first explorations of quasi-calligraphic faux
writing came the morning after a particularly
intense experience of taking what Terence
McKenna called a "heroic dose" of psilocybin
mushrooms. I had experienced a complete
annihilation of the self, and not one of merging
harmoniously with the universe, rather one of
being ripped apart, as if in a ritual sparagmos.
The next morning i was sitting in my car and i
started for the first time to write lines of illegible
fake writing. It felt as if i were being guided to do
this, as a kind of healing for the night before.
When i sent some of these pages to John Bennett
for LAFT he called  them "spirit writings". I had
no argument with that name. Later Tim Gaze
published a book of them with that title. My
contribution to the recent Anthology of Asemic
Handwriting is taken from that book, in response
to a request from Tim.
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idea broth in lit hist frorn
graan be of due
fina poewh
hepe chiite streak depe



hand reference history of wroof
comb angle every coat
sim publi poem
who has eye frox po
much anthologie hims as
embedded chickens said

who found the writing goat
old moon he wax margins
for porg that gave in said
to moist somehovv neighborhood
paid houb seen spleen
scene spoon
clues detective poultry

daffodils seep
Mr Vanished
the barrow blot

so idea broth in lit hist frorn
graan much be of due
fina poewh depends
hepe chiite streak upon depe
hand reference history of a wroof
comb angle every red coat
sim wheel publi poem



barrow who has eye frox po
much glazed anthologie hims as
embedded chickens with said
who found the rain writing goat
old moon he wax water margins
for porg that gave in beside said
to moist somehovv neighborhood the
paid houb seen white spleen
chickens scene spoon

blot so idea broth in lit hist frorn
barrow graan much be of due
the fina poewh depends
Vanished hepe chiite streak upon depe
Mr Hand reference history of a wroof
much comb angle every red coat
seep sim wheel publi poem
daffodils barrow who has eye frox po
poultry much glazed anthologie hims as
detective embedded chickens with said
clues who found the rain writing goat

blot so idea broth in lit hist chickens
scene spoon frorn barrow graan much be
paid houb seen white spleen of due
the to moist somehovv neighborhood the
fina poewh depends Vanished for porg that
gave in beside said hepe chiite streak
upon old moon he wax water margins depe
Mr Hand reference history of a wroof



blot clues who found the rain writing
goat so idea broth in lit hist
detective embedded chickens with
said chickens scene poultry much glazed
anthologie hims as spoon frorn barrow
graan daffodils barrow who
has eye frox
po much be paid seep sim wheel publi
poem houb seen white spleen of due
the much comb angle every red coat

blot clues who found the rain writing
goat so idea broth in lit hist
detective embedded chickens with
said chickens scene poultry much
glazed anthologie hims as spoon frorn
barrow graan daffodils barrow who
has eye frox Mr Hand reference history
of a wroof po much be paid seep sim
wheel publi poem houb seen white
spleen of due the much comb angle
every red coat to moist neighborhood
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somehovv the blot clues who found the
rain writing fina poewh goat so idea
broth in lit hist gave in detective
embedded chickens with upon old said
chickens scene poultry much depends
Vanished glazed anthologie hims as



spoon frorn beside said barrow graan
daffodils barrow who has eye frox Mr
every red coat to moist neighborhood
moon he Hand reference history for
porg that of a wroof po much be paid
angle seep hepe chiite streak wheel
publi poem houb seen white wax water
margins depe spleen due the much comb

the blot clues who found the
writing fina poewh goat so idea
in lit hist gave in detective
chickens with upon old said
scene poultry much depends
glazed anthologie hims as
frorn beside said barrow graan
barrow who has eye frox Mr
red coat to moist neighborhood
he Hand reference history for
that of a wroof po much be paid
seep hepe chiite streak wheel
poem houb seen white wax water
depe spleen due the much comb

somehovv the blot clues who found
rain writing fina poewh goat so
broth in lit hist gave in
embedded chickens with upon old
chickens scene poultry much
Vanished glazed anthologie hims
spoon frorn beside said barrow
daffodils barrow who has eye frox
every red coat to moist
moon he Hand reference history
porg that of a wroof po much be



angle seep hepe chiite streak
publi poem houb seen white wax
margins depe spleen due the much

blot clues who found the
fina poewh goat so idea
lit hist gave in detective
with upon old said
poultry much depends
anthologie hims as
beside said barrow graan
who has eye frox Mr
coat to moist neighborhood
Hand reference history for
of a wroof po much be paid
hepe chiite streak wheel
houb seen white wax water
spleen due the much comb

somehovv the blot clues who
rain writing fina poewh goat
broth in lit hist gave
embedded chickens with upon
chickens scene poultry
Vanished glazed anthologie
spoon frorn beside said
daffodils barrow who has eye
every red coat to
moon he Hand reference
porg that of a wroof po much
angle seep hepe chiite
publi poem houb seen white
margins depe spleen due the



clues who found the
poewh goat so idea
hist gave in detective
upon old said
much depends
hims as
said barrow graan
has eye frox Mr
to moist neighborhood
reference history for
a wroof po much be paid
chiite streak wheel
seen white wax water
due the much comb

somehovv the blot clues
rain writing fina poewh
broth in lit hist
embedded chickens with
chickens scene
Vanished glazed
spoon frorn beside
daffodils barrow who has
every red coat
moon he Hand
porg that of a wroof po
angle seep hepe
publi poem houb seen
margins depe spleen due

who found the
goat so idea



gave in detective
old said
depends
as
barrow graan
eye frox Mr
moist neighborhood
history for
wroof po much be paid
streak wheel
white wax water
the much comb

somehovv the blot
rain writing fina
broth in lit
embedded chickens
chickens
Vanished
spoon frorn
daffodils barrow who
every red
moon he
porg that of a wroof
angle seep
publi poem houb
margins depe spleen

found the
so idea
in detective
said
graan
frox Mr
neighborhood



for
po much be paid
wheel
wax water
much comb

somehovv the
rain writing
broth in
embedded
spoon
daffodils barrow
every
moon
porg that of a
angle
publi poem
margins depe

found the margins depe
so idea publi poem
in detective angle
said porg that of a
graan moon
frox Mr every
neighborhood daffodils barrow
for spoon
po much be paid embedded
wheel broth in
wax water rain writing
much comb somehovv the



us found the margins depe
so something idea publi poem
in detective an angle
said porg that link of a
graan moon it
frox Mr all every
neighborhood writers daffodils barrow
for spoon below
po much be paid info embedded
wheel it broth in
added wax water rain writing
much out comb somehovv the images

us found the margins depe
without so something idea
publi asemic poem in
detective damaged an angle
said porg that writing
link of a
often graan moon it
frox offers Mr all every
neighborhood writers
abandonment daffodils barrow
for spoon below trait
po much be paid info ideas
embedded wheel it exchange
broth in added creators wax
water rain writing live much
out comb somehovv
the images surrounding

centra us found the margins depe
without cave so something idea
publi asemic financial poem in



detective damaged an engineered
angle said porg that writing
abandon link of submit a bankrupt
often graan self-fulfilling moon
it frox offers Mr Assets all every
banking neighborhood writers
abandonment objectives daffodils
barrow for spoon colonizes below
trait po much be circumstance paid
info ideas embedded wheel it
exchange wretched broth in added
creators dismantle wax  water rain
writing structural adjustment live
much Greece out comb somehovv the
stitched images surrounding distribution

centra us found the margins dramatic depe
without cave so determined something idea
publi asemic orchestra financial poem in
detective instructions damaged an engineered
angle puncture said porg that writing
machine abandon link of submit a bankrupt
often ensemble graan self-fulfilling moon
it frox symphonies offers Mr Assets all every
banking neighborhood writers aleatoric
abandonment objectives languages daffodils
barrow for spoon signs colonizes below
trait po much autonomous be circumstance paid
info containers ideas embedded wheel it
space-time exchange wretched broth in added
creators expanding dismantle wax water rain
writing structural incorporate adjustment live
much Greece out sequential comb somehovv the
stitched images surrounding distribution series



conventions us found the margins
work poetic cave so determined
now intentior asemic orchestra
financial grind letters
instructions damaged illegitimate
nothing puncture said porg taxi
strawberries abandon link of
submit dawn author ensemble
graan self-during thrilling frox
symphonies offers Mr Assets late
25 neighborhood normal
repetitions objectives
troublemakers elements for spoon
signs themselves pronouns po much
autonomous be argue substitute
containers ideas embedded
abundantly particular time
exchange wretched broth
information page expanding
dismantle wax seeking law
structural incorporate who
punctuation Greece out sequential
comb blend characteristic images
surrounding gained substance

symphonies offers Mr Assets crashed
conventions us found the investors
work poetic cave so thoughts
now intentior asemic immature
financial grind strides
instructions damaged underlying
nothing puncture said massive
strawberries abandon link channel
submit dawn author infrastructure
graan self-during thrilling novice
25 neighborhood recession
repetitions olympic booming
troublemakers elements for trend
autonomous be argue ominous



containers ideas never
abundantly particular indexes
exchange wretched genuine
information page sudden
dismantle wax seeking fuses
structural incorporate emerging
punctuation Greece out secular
comb blend characteristic China
surrounding gained gambles
signs themselves pronouns previous

self-proclaimed self-during thrilling
behind Mr Assets crashed Democrats
us found the investors quality
poetic cave so thoughts progressive
intentior asemic immature true
grind strides claim damaged
novice diluted neighborhood recession
old-school olympic booming parks
elements for trend schools be argue
ominous wealthy ideas never options
particular indexes population
wretched genuine roots page sudden
story wax seeking fuses affirm
incorporate emerging spectrum Greece
out secular previous radical blend
characteristic China toxic gained
gambles momentum themselves pronouns
underlying then puncture said
massive wrote abandon link channel
socialism dawn author infrastructure



||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Rolling Stone 100: January 20, 1972

WENNER:
What were you doing when you were dropping acid, listening to music or just wandering
around?
GARCIA:
Wandering around...We were playing around in this house, we had a couple of super balls,
hard rubber dayglo balls, and we bounced them around and we were just reading comic books,
doodling, strumming guitars, just doing stuff. We weren’t really doing anything. All of a sudden
you remember that you are free to play. Wow, we can play with all this stuff and do things! We
were rediscovering the world and playing with all these wonderful things.

Our scene was totally anarchic, you know, we had no plans, we had nothing to prove or
anything like that. Kesey, from what we could understand of what was going on up at his place
at that time, was like into specific stuff apparently, although we didn’t know.

REICH:
He seems to have had a definite idea of where he was headed toward.
GARCIA:
He was a writer, and writers always have the end of the book. Dig.
REICH:
Yeah. And I asked you that because I wanted to see if you had the same kind of thing.
GARCIA:
No, because I’ve always been a musician and into improvising and it’s like I consider life to be a
continuous series of improvisations...I view it that way.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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out secular previous radical
characteristic China toxic
gambles momentum themselves
underlying then puncture
massive wrote abandon link
socialism dawn author
novice diluted neighborhood



old-school olympic booming
elements for trend schools be
ominous wealthy ideas never
particular indexes
self-proclaimed self-during
behind Mr Assets crashed
us found the investors
poetic cave so thoughts
intentior asemic immature
grind strides claim
wretched genuine roots page
story wax seeking fuses
incorporate emerging spectrum
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Roanoke afterMAF 2015

Roanoke afterMAF 2015

Schedule (organized by Olchar Lindsann)

Friday
All Day Starting @Noon:
Micropress Fair / Object Displays & Video Loops

1:00 pm    Olchar Lindsann: Revenant Archive Share-and-tell (1.5-2 hours)
3:00 pm:    Olchar Lindsann: Lecture-Reading of Avant-Garde Romanticism (1 hour) / 30 min
4:30 pm:    Ex-Avant-Writing Club (1.5 hours) / 30 min
6:30 pm: Olchar Lindsann: Sound Poems
7:00 pm: Post-Neo Mayhem (Anti-Bar Vim Blat Vom Blit kuH un-itna etc.)
7:15 pm:    Michael Peters: Bar Bar Bar Lecture (30 min) / 30 min



8:15 pm:    Reid Wood: Solo Set & Skype Session (30 min) / 15 min
9:00 pm:    Cathy Mehrl Bennett: Solo Set (45 min?)

Saturday
10:00 am-Noon:     Morning Session & Breakfast @ Jim Leftwich’s Home:

Wilheim Katastrof & Aaron Bensen: Blacksmithing Demo (2 hours)

1:00 PM @Art Rat Studios:
All Day: Micropress Fair / Object Displays & Video Loops / Joe Abel,

Nonsalonanonathonalong 3

1:30 pm: Michael Peters: Sparrow Sound Poems (45 min?) / 15 min
2:30 pm:    Bradley Chriss: Solo Performance (45 min?) / 15 min
3:30 pm:    Claire Elizabeth Barratt: Skype Performance (30 min?) / 30 min
4:30 pm: Eames Armstrong: Solo Performance (45 min.?) / 45 min
6:00 pm:    John M. Bennett: Solo Set (45 min?) / 15 min
7:00 pm:    Olchar E. Lindsann: Sound Poems (30 min) / 30 min
8:30 pm:    John Thursday: Solo Performance (30 min) / 30 min
9:30 pm: Be Blank Consort (45 min?)

Sunday
10:00 am-Noon:     Morning Session @ Wilheim’s Home:

Anti-Brain Rot Mail Art Show

1:00 PM @Art Rat Studios:
All Day: Micropress Fair / Object Displays & Video Loops

1:15 pm:    Anti-Mass? (45 min?) / 30 min
2:30 pm:    Jennifer Weigel: Performance Scores (15 min?) / 15 min
3:00 pm:    Edwin Birch: Static Puppet Play (30 min?) / 15 min
3:45 pm:    Brian Counihan & Olchar Lindsann: Punch & Judy (30 min) / 15 min
4:30 pm: At the Moment No Idea (1 hour?) / 30 min
6:00 pm: Noise Set (Chris Cobb, Wilheim Katastrof, Olchar Lindsann) (45 min)
7:00 pm: Brute Salon (????)

Monday
Noon—Evening: AfterafterMAF Field Trip to Pulaski
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set up at Art Rat

Inbox
x

Ralph Eaton

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Olchar, Warren, me, Tomislav
When do you guys want to meet up at the studio today? Ralph

Warren Fry

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Ralph, Olchar, me, Tomislav
I think that Olchar and I will be heading in during the afternoon - like 2 or 3, but I can call and
give a better estimate when we know more. Zine making!!!!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Warren, Ralph, Olchar, Tomislav
that sounds great, but i don't have a car until 5:30, and then only until around 9.

Ralph Eaton

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Warren, Olchar, me, Tomislav
Sound's good. I'm at home now. Call me when you"re headed there, and I'll meet you there.
Ralph

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Ralph, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
do we also need to buy food tonight?

Ralph Eaton

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to me, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
Tonight or tomorrow, whichever you prefer.   Ralph

Ralph Eaton

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to me, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
If you want to go studio when I go to meet Warren & Olchar, I can pick you up on the way.
Ralph

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Ralph, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
that's works for me. thanks.
sue is a work with the car now. she'll come by the studio when she gets off.

when will you be here?

Ralph Eaton

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to me, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
Warren called with an updated ETA … 3:30 - 4ish. Do you have a load of stuff? I could come
now, and we don't have to wait for them.   Ralph

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Ralph, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
you know i've got the usual load of stuff.
i'm ready to go when you are.

Ralph Eaton

Jul 9 (5 days ago)



to me, Warren, Olchar, Tomislav
Ok … I'm on my way. See you in about 15 min.  Ralph

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (5 days ago)
to Ralph
ok

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

AfterMAF Approaches!

Inbox
x

Olchar Lindsann

Jun 28
to me, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, Warren, Matt
Hi all,

We're getting close! Things are coming together pretty well, though there are a few things still to
figure out/organise before people start getting into own Wednesday.

I'm going to be traveling to Cincinnati from Thursday through Sunday before it starts, which is
going to be a bit crazy. I intend to keep posting promo texts & links about the acts every day,
and will try to keep up with all the email and travel co-ordination stuff etc. etc. etc., but I don't
know that I can really expect to accomplish much more than that while at a family reunion living
out of a hostel. I've tried to pick up all of the tasks that nobody else has volunteered for, but
there are a few things left undone that are stressing me out, since I've barely had time to work
on my own contributions to the festival and I don't know how I can manage to do them between
now and the festival on-top of the traveling and everything else. Is there any chance that
anybody could step forward to help out with a couple things?



1.) Tech Support: There will be a few video pieces sent in, a couple skype pieces, and an open,
live googledocs collaboration. Warren's tested his phone to set up a hotspot at Art Rat, and I'm
sure we can find something to play the stuff on, but haven't yet had time to figure it out. We may
be able to find a projector from CHS or elsewhere (it would be useful, but not absolutely
necessary, for Claire's skype performance & Michael's lecture, and would be nice for showing
the other videos). If anybody wants to take on organizing that end of things, I could get you a list
of people whose pieces need equipment and for what, and it would take a big load off for me.

2.) Food: Ralph made the good point yesterday that buying some deli sandwiches and/or other
pre-made food that we & visitors could grab as-needed might be good in addition to/instead of
grilling--less clean-up, even easier for guests, etc. This sounds pretty good, but it will involve
doing a bit of pricing research & math (we have $200 donated by Tom Cassidy  to work with
before we start feeding everybody out of our pockets, beyond which things would become a
pain in the arse). I think it's important that nobody (performers or audience) need to leave the
event in order to eat--it would automatically mean skipping several performances, and audience
members will mostly not come back. Keeping the grill as an option would let us tell audience
members to bring their own food; our $200 should probably all go to feeding organisers and
visiting artists, who have already paid a lot of money to get here. Bottom line is, I've taken on so
many organising duties that I don't have time to do more than just buy a bunch of food at Kroger
the day before, so if there's a better way, somebody else would need to do the legwork on it...?

3.) Volunteers: We've had precisely two offers in response to my call for volunteers to keep an
eye on the grill and help keep things clean, not the outpouring of community-mindedness I'd
hoped for. That's likely to devolve upon some of us when the time comes, but I don't think it'll be
too onerous. Additionally, we should probably delegate someone to do a quick lot-check every
so often to make sure that people aren't parking in places that the surrounding business need to
use.

4.) Promotion: Warren made some sweet handbill flyers, and I've put up a bunch of event invites
and am posting stuff every day to try to give AfterMAF a constant facebook presence during the
lead-up, but I really don't have time to do a whole lot more, so far it looks like very few people
are excited about it and the turn-out may be miniscule (only 5 or 8 people who are local and not
participating have even said "attending" on facebook, and the actual number is usually about
half of what's indicated, suggesting basically no audience). I think it would help if all of us can
invite our own networks to each event if we haven't already, if we all re-post the daily blurbs that
I'm putting up so that more people see them and realize that it will be fun, and all refer to it
regularly and act as if we're excited about it coming. MAF thrived on that kind of word-of-mouth
helped along by constant facebook presence and palpable enthusiasm, but that hasn't been
very visible so far for AfterMAF. Jim also had an idea to print up cheap postcards based on
Warren's flyers and leave them/hang them around town--that and/or some other physical
flyering could be fun, but again, I don't have time to do it myself--just putting the idea out there.



One other question/thing to note: the CHS alums from the Avant-Writing club will be performing,
and it looks like at least some of the Zine Club students will be setting up a table for the zine fest
after all. I'm not pushing it among students, but inevitably the ones who are into this kind of thing
and friends with the alumni & students taking part are finding out about it. So it would be tough
to make it a 21+ event (and it would seriously hurt our goal of promoting more avant-activity
locally, excluding people who particularly want to learn and engage with it). They're not
participating as CHS students or representatives, just as local avant-interested people hoping to
join in, who happen to be under 21. I'm pretty certain there won't be any problem, but I thought
I"d throw it out there to see if there should be any restrictions/ground-rules beside the obvious. I
think whatever makes Brian and Ralph comfortable is what we do.

I'm sure there's stuff I've forgotten too, but that's what I can think of at the moment....

Can't wait!

Olchar

--
http://monoclelash.wordpress.com/
http://emanationsoftheyellowsign.tumblr.com/
http://bouzingo.blogspot.com/
http://olindsann.blogspot.com/

"I do not abandon the hope that nothing is finished yet, I am here, and so are several friends
who have a love of life, a life we do not know and which interests us for that very reason."
-Francis Picabia, Thank You, Francis!, c.1922.

"This is again a hieroglyph of 'Love is the law, love under will'. Every form of energy must be
directed, must be applied with integrity, to the full satisfaction of its destiny."

--Aleister Crowley, The Book of Thoth, 1944.

"You talk like a Rosicrucian, who will love nothing but a sylph, who does not believe in the
existence of a sylph, and yet who quarrels with the whole universe for not containing a sylph.”

-Thomas Love Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, 1818.



'And, drunk with my folly, I screamed at him furiously: 'Make life beautiful! Make life beautiful!'

-Charles Baudelaire, 'Paris Spleen', 1869.

Olchar Lindsann

Jun 28
to me, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, Warren, Matt
P.S.--I made a new event for Day 1 because the old one was accidentally set to private.
Probably no need to invite people to both, but the new one (rubber chicken for the photo) can be
linked to by people not-yet invited. Thanks for the suggestion, Ralph.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 29
to Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, Warren, Matt
1. i can get the food and bring it to Art Rat. if everyone in this email can send a suggestion or
two, that should just about do it.

2. i don't mind watching the grill some or cleaning up. i can do a lot of that if need be.

3. i can make postcards at work. 4" x 6". 15 cents each if we do a hundred of them.

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jun 29
to me, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Tomislav, Matt
I will take on Tech stuff and Promotion by way of designing a flier. Thank you Olchar for all the
work you've put into this so far!

W

Tomislav Butkovic

Jun 29
to Olchar, me, Ralph, Brian, Warren, Matt
I can keep an eye on parking while at art rat.

Tomislav Butkovic

Jun 29



to Olchar, me, Ralph, Brian, Warren, Matt
Ralph, do you think about 25 seven inch traffic comes would contribute
to better parking at your space? I can get them cheap.

2015-06-29 12:22 UTC−04:00, Tomislav Butkovic <tomislav.butkovic@gmail.com>:

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jun 29
to Tomislav, Olchar, me, Ralph, Brian, Matt
On Olchar's last point I think that we should certainly try to aim for an atmosphere that young
adults can participate in. I also think that having alcohol on hand in the evening would be good.
This might set us up for some difficulty with the law however, but only if we are providing alcohol
or are charging for it. I think doing a BYOB strategy sidesteps that problem.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 29
to Warren, Tomislav, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Matt
seriously do send some food suggestions...

how are we set for refrigeration at the studio?
do we need multiple coolers & ice?
can we all eat nothing but different kinds of hot dogs for 3 days?

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jun 29
to me, Tomislav, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Matt
chilly and corn bread, corn on the cob, tuna fish sandwiches, turkey sandwiches, chips, chips
and salsa, hummus (people like hummus), water in those gallon jugs with the tap, cups (I can
probably scrounge some). Also, Brad Chriss was interested in helping with food as well!
bradchrissart@yahoo.com.

The school has some coolers we could probably barrow.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 29
to Bradley, Warren, Tomislav, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Matt
yeah -- progress!! thanks!

also the obvious



chicken
hamburgers
turkey burgers

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jun 29
to me, Tomislav, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Matt, Bradley
macaroni salad
chicken salad
salad salad
grapes and other fruits?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 29
to Warren, Tomislav, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Matt, Bradley
i am making a list
maybe even a list-poem

possibly a handwritten grocery list

a handwritten grocery list list-poem!!

this needs to be good, folks
so we can use it as a score during the Brute Salon
or have it performed by the Be Blank Consort

can we all eat nothing but different kinds of hot dogs for 3 days?
chilly and corn bread,
corn on the cob,
tuna fish sandwiches,
turkey sandwiches,
chips,
chips and salsa,
hummus (people like hummus),
water in those gallon jugs with the tap,
cups (I can probably scrounge some).
chicken



hamburgers
turkey burgers

Ralph Eaton

Jun 29
to Warren, me, Tomislav, Olchar, Brian, Matt, Bradley
Warren, Good suggestions for the menu. I can make a batch of Blood of Elvis for the bbq.

Jim, I can go shopping with you. Maybe Friday morning so everything is fresh … or we could go
every morning if need be. Couple of things to remember is that our fridge is small (so coolers
will be useful), and we only have the slop sink for clean up (in other words no kitchen sink &
counters). We also received another $50 donation from Mim Young.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 29
to Ralph, Warren, Tomislav, Olchar, Brian, Matt, Bradley
Sue and I were planning on going Thursday night to get some bulk items (water, for example). It
might be good to go every morning for some of the items (meats, salad materials, bread).
Very cool of Mim to help out with a contribution!

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jun 29
to me, Ralph, Tomislav, Olchar, Brian, Matt, Bradley
I'll set aside some coolers and we can refresh ice every morning.

Coffee, c o f f e e, COFFEE, coffee, coffee

I'll bye a cheap drip coffee maker for the event (unless there is a good one there–maybe 10 cup
pitcher at least–Ralph). A constant flow would be great. I volunteer to run coffeeing for all three
days.

Olchar Lindsann

Jun 30
to Warren, me, Ralph, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
Thanks everyone!

Food--yeah, we've got $250 to play with now; we'll need at least some vegetarian option but I
don't think too much, especially if we encourage locals to bring their own food. (Only one visitor,



Reid, responded to my question that he'd like vegetarian.) We should probably source some
coolers, yeah.

Brad had mentioned ways of making some things on the grill that aren't typical 'grill food" too;
another question is whether we want to try to have simple breakfasts at the invite-only morning
events at Jim's & Tom's; we have an hour before the end-time of those (noon) and the first
performances at Att Rat, which is enough time to pick something up and eat there, but it could
be kind of hectic since the out-of-towners don't know the city as well to get to wherever they
want to get food and then to Art Rat.

Those are my thoughts--is it cool if I pass it off to Brad, Jim, Ralph, and/or whomever?

And thanks for tech stuff Warren, I'll send you info on what everybody's planning later today.

And thanks everyone for everything else that you're picking up--

o

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 30
to Olchar, Warren, Ralph, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
Brad and Ralph -- let's try to go to Kroger either Thursday night (preferable, i think) or Friday
morning to get the bulk of what we will need for the weekend. We may need to go again on
Saturday and/or Sunday morning, but i think we can take care of most of the shopping at the
beginning of the weekend.

As for breakfast here, before the blacksmithing, presentation -- we can do it, but it will need to
be simple and easy (it's probably best if it doesn't involve cooking). i am open to ideas. How
many people are we expecting? Any idea about that, Tom?

Brian Counihan <brian@communityhigh.net>

Jun 30
to Warren, me, Ralph, Tomislav, Olchar, Matt, Bradley
I will help with anything you need. I will be back to in town on the 3rd. Brian

Matt Ames

Jun 30
to Brian, Warren, me, Ralph, Tomislav, Olchar, Bradley



I was gonna make a pot of Thai soup, I can make it vegetarian.

Olchar Lindsann

Jun 30
to Brian, Warren, me, Ralph, Tomislav, Matt, Bradley
This is what we should probably expect as far as visiting artists in town to feed (there are still
some people who haven't told me which days they'll be here, so I'm counting them to be safe).
The first number represents out-of-towners with no other resources except the money they're
already spending to get here, the second number includes organisers & locals who will probably
be at everything and maybe too busy to worry about food on their own (i.e., the organising
committee, Sue & Aaron, Brad & Megan). If we can't handle that many people, maybe we (local
people) could each pitch in some money for our portion, but prepare/buy it en masse along with
the other stuff?:

Friday: 9 / 20

Saturday: 7 / 18

Sunday: 7 / 18

IF we do breakfasts, we'd need to account for whatever other locals we invite to those home
events. I leave it up to youall whether its feasible or not.

Hope that helps with figuring out logistics...

Olchar Lindsann

Jun 30
to Matt, Brian, Warren, me, Ralph, Tomislav, Bradley
Awesome, that's great!

Ralph Eaton

Jun 30
to me, Olchar, Warren, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
Jim & Brad, I'm happy to go Krogering with you guys anytime you prefer. I also want to mention
that the grill at the studio is sorta small and cheap, so maybe someone has another one that we
could use in addition to the one we have.



Olchar Lindsann

Jun 30
to Ralph, me, Warren, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
I have a small, old one too (used to be Ralph's, in fact, I think) but there may be a better one out
there that we can use.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 30
to Olchar, Ralph, Warren, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
i thought we had a grill but evidently that was a while ago... so much for offering  to help with
that.

Brad --- does thursday evening work for you for a shopping spree?

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jul 3 (11 days ago)
to me, Olchar, Ralph, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
Hey guys,
So my Macbook pro is running version 10.5.8 which means, in the last few weeks, the ability to
run both Skype and the capacity to edit Google Docs have been pulled out from under me... my
computer is to old to support those programs. This presents a problem because we need Skype
both for Claire Elizabeth Barrat and Reid Woods' pieces and Google Doc's for Joe Able's. I tried
to solve the problem with myself but no dice. I talked to the guys at Two Robs and it will cost me
187$ and three days of computerlessness to get the updates I need. I'm willing to do that but it
puts a ticking clock on whether the computer gets done in time and a medium sized whole in my
budget. Does anyone have a working Skype or Google Doc's on their laptops and would they be
wiling to offer their laptop for the use with those pieces during the festival?
Thanks in advance!

Warren Fry <warren@communityhigh.net>

Jul 3 (11 days ago)
to me, Olchar, Ralph, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley
OK, I got google docs to work actually so we are ok on that front. We will use Olchar's computer
for Skype interactions at this point unless something else comes up. Gettin psyched!

Olchar Lindsann

Jul 4 (10 days ago)
to Warren, me, Ralph, Tomislav, Brian, Matt, Bradley



Thanks Warren!

Tomislav Butkovic

Jul 13 (1 day ago)
to Warren, me, Olchar, Ralph, Brian, Matt
Thanks everyone for putting together this great weekend!
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ROAR
Reflections On A Revolution

from
Greece’s capitulation reveals deep conflicts within Eurozone
By Jerome Roos On July 12, 2015

Still, as was to be expected, even Syriza’s sudden surrender has proven to be far from the end
of this seemingly never-ending drama. In fact, Greece’s unexpected capitulation appears to
have thrown the Eurozone into even greater disarray: now the creditors can’t even agree
amongst themselves anymore!

On the one hand, a group of hardliners led by the German finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble
are adamant on forcing Greece out of the Eurozone. Schäuble and his minions, it seems —
including the Dutch, the Austrians, the Finns and some of the newer Eurozone member states in
Eastern Europe — are not the least bit interested in a Greek surrender within the Eurozone;
what they want is its wholesale expulsion from it, if only to set an example for anyone else who
might ever entertain such “irresponsible” ideas as Syriza.

On the other side of this deepening rift stand the French and the Italians, who are both deeply
concerned about the repercussions of a potential Grexit: the French because this would scupper
their ambitions to turn the Eurozone into a more flexible and redistributive fiscal union, and the
Italians because they fear they could be next. If Schäuble were to succeed in pushing out the



Greeks, they reason, the Germans would have a much easier time entrenching the austerian
nature of the Eurozone as a whole.

Schäuble’s extreme stance was revealed on Saturday in a German finance ministry proposal for
a temporary Grexit of five years; a poorly thought-out plan that appears to confirm the
suspicions of Greece’s former finance minister Yanis Varoufakis, who just wrote that, “based on
months of negotiation, my conviction is that the German finance minister wants Greece to be
pushed out of the single currency to put the fear of God into the French and have them accept
his model of a disciplinarian eurozone.”

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

ROAR
Reflections On A Revolution

Syriza surrenders: time for renewed popular resistance
By Theodoros Karyotis On July 13, 2015

As many analysts expected, the government’s strategy of using the popular verdict as a means
of pressure in the negotiations backfired. Upon returning to the negotiation table, the hardliners
around German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble made clear that they are prepared to let
Greece go bankrupt — with all the economic and political implications this would have for the
Eurozone — rather than see the slightest crack in the neoliberal austerity discipline.

The Syriza-led government found itself in a harsh and pressing dilemma: it would either have to
oversee the implementation of a new neoliberal adjustment program, or it would have to
assume the political cost of a bankruptcy, with all its disastrous effects on the Greek population.

It opted for the first, thus officially putting an end to this five-month stand-off between the Greek
government and its so-called European ‘partners’. The terms of the capitulation are painful, as
they go against the totality of Syriza’s campaign promises: the new memorandum, even more so
than the previous two, is an extreme experiment in social engineering and in redistribution of
wealth in favor of the powerful. It maintains many of the unjust measures implemented by
previous governments, such as ENFIA, a transversal tax on small property that has turned the



lower class families into tenants within their own homes, or the abolition of the untaxable income
limit for the self-employed, which makes it impossible for most skilled workers to get out of the
unemployment trap.

The new deal also revamps and possibly renames TAIPED, an institution created to sell off all
public assets, with all basic infrastructure, such as ports, airports and the power grid company,
due to be privatized. Furthermore, the deal demands the lifting of the moratorium on home
foreclosures, opening the road for a raw exercise of dispossession that threatens to create a
humanitarian disaster, as we know from the Spanish experience. On top of that, it envisions an
increase in indirect taxation, a hike in the prices of foodstuffs and transport as well as cuts in
wages and pensions through a rise in social insurance contributions.

All in all, a package of measures designed to further compress the middle and lower classes,
increase recession and unemployment, destroy the small and medium businesses, which form
the backbone of Greek economy, and hand over all public assets and common goods to
transnational capital. All the while perpetuating depression and increasing the debt burden,
effectively crippling Greece’s economy and destroying the country’s capacity to get out of the
crisis on its own feet.

The creditors went out of their way to ensure the measures are as punitive as possible. To
further humiliate their opponents, they demanded the immediate voting in of reform laws and the
return to Athens of the Troika supervisors, who were banished by the Syriza-led government in
the early stages of negotiation.

The arguments of government officials and party cadres defending the ‘positive’ aspects of the
deal are risible, as they echo the arguments of all previous governments that there is long-term
prospect for the Greek economy and that the cost of the adjustment will not be transferred to the
underprivileged. It is more honest to see the agreement for what it is: a large-scale operation of
dispossession, a sacrifice of a whole country in order to maintain the delusions upon which the
Eurozone was built.
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DIY Bodies
Arthur and Marilouise Kroker
CTheory 07.14.2015

There is a new DIY body in town, one which might not have the
cultural pedigree of the shock tattoo, the slippery word, or the
enigmatic yet subtle shift of modified bodily appearance, but a
version of the DIY body that already belongs to the future for the
simple reason that it comes to us directly from a future, dreamed
about, obsessed over, but not yet practically realized. Visible signs
of the new DIY body are everywhere: *smart apps* that track caloric
expenditure, distances walked, miles run, rhythms of sleep, of sex,
of friendship, of rage, of cheating lovers lost and won; *dusty
clouds of data* that rise from the travelled earth of every footstep
of the DIY body as it crunches its way into some unknown database
along the way; and invasive but usually undetectable *sociobots* that
break the surface of the skin, all the better to gently manipulate
perception, to shape imagination, and, perhaps, even to take up
permanent residency in the wasteland of the psyche. While the DIY
body to which we have long been habituated represented the lovely
unpredictability of individual choice playing itself out across the
surface of skin, gender, and sexuality, the new DIY body comes to us
with a self that has already split: part-human/part-data. In fact,
the body that lives in the tension of this fatal split may be the
only lingering remnant of the human, since the "self" seems to have
recently departed towards the gathering horizon of artificial
intelligence, synthetic biology, robotic technology--towards, that
is, the larger movement of the "quantified self." When the rising
city of the quantified self breaks away from the wilderness of the
unquantifiable body we can know for certain that those data clouds
are also harbingers of troubles ahead for the question of human
subjectivity and, with them, the eclipse of the intuitive, the
ineffable, the instinctive, the numerically unintelligible but the
emotionally knowable. Putting on the synthetic skin of the new DIY
body with its extended sensors, creative apps, helpful prosthetics,
and enabling augments is, of course, only the first step in modifying
the body right out of itself in the direction of the Singularity
Event.
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videos of me improvising

Inbox
x

Tim Gaze

Jul 9 (7 days ago)
to me
g'day Jim.

I don't have much to contribute to the asemic debate right now. Possibly I'll write a short
message next week.

do you have any facilities to show youtube videos during the festival?

a friend filmed me in an old building near his house, roughly a year ago, & has put up some of
the raw footage on youtube, unlisted.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c6d2xG119g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcZIrGAWRRg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ybnlkTiBm0

if showing these would be in the spirit of the festival please do, with the possibility of perturbing
the video screen with translucent materials.

for the moment,



Tim
Attachments area
Preview YouTube video Tim Gaze Improv. Session Track 1 Raw Footage
Tim Gaze Improv. Session Track 1 Raw Footage
Preview YouTube video Tim Gaze Improv. Session Track 2 Raw Footage
Tim Gaze Improv. Session Track 2 Raw Footage
Preview YouTube video Tim Gaze Improv. Session Track 3 Raw Footage
Tim Gaze Improv. Session Track 3 Raw Footage

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 14 (2 days ago)
to Tim
hi tim

thanks for sending these. i'm listening right now.
unfortunately the festival schedule had been written before i got these, and i was not
responsible for it, either
writing it or changing it, so there wasn't room for these -- which is a shame, because they would
fit nicely with
what we do here, and i know some participants would like them a lot.
i will spread them around a bit.

to be honest with you, i am sick of the whole discussion around asemic writing. but i feel a
responsibility to state my position. i am still interested in asemic writing, as a kind of
experimental writing. i think the whole idea of asemic art is total bullshit.

here are some photos from the festival:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/sets/72157655774591286

Tim Gaze

Jul 14 (2 days ago)
to me
glad the videos are in the right spirit. On reflection, there was a possibility of youtube
advertisements, which would have killed the mood. If I make it to one of your events, it would be
good fun to do something similar, live.

I haven't had much to say about asemic matters for a few years, but wrote 2 pieces recently, for
Marco Giovenale & Utsanga website.

I'll post something brief to the recent email discussion thread, also to clarify my position &
particular interests.



did I tell you that I'm researching Finno-Ugrian (& Samoyed) culture, & hope to visit Russia?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 14 (2 days ago)
to Tim
if you ever get to Roanoke you can do all the improvised noise you want.
you can do a lot of stuff, if you want, if you ever get here.

--presentations/workshops on the history and practice of asemic writing

--readings of your textual writings

--informal lectures

everybody in the Roanoke community knows who you are.

i would love to have you here, and i think you would have a blast.

as for the latest in my own engagement with asemic writing, i think it was mostly prompted by a
few brief exchanges with Marco Giovenale, who i've known for maybe 10 years or so, but also
Spencer Selby and Nico Vassilakis, both of whom i've known since i started editing a small
press poetry magazine in 1994. it's still an interesting subject for me, and as long as that's the
case i'll probably throw my 2-cents worth into the mix from time to time. folks can do with it what
they want. i'm about 15 years beyond worrying a whole lot about that.

it's good to be in touch, Tim, now and always. thanks.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Guy Debord
from Comments on the Society of the Spectacle
1988

At the technological level, when the image constructed and chosen by someone has become
the individual's principal connection to the world he formerly observed for himself at each place
that he could go, one certainly knows that the image supports everything; because within the
same image anything can be juxtaposed without contradiction. The flow of images carries
everything and it is similarly someone else who governs at will this simplified summary of the
perceptible world; he who chooses where the flow will lead, and the rhythm of what should be
shown, as a perpetual, arbitrary surprise, doesn't want to leave any time for reflection, and
entirely independent of what the spectator might understand or think of it. In this concrete
experience of permanent submission, one finds the psychological origin of the general adhesion
to what is; an adhesion that the spectator recognizes ipso facto as a sufficient value. Beyond
what is properly secret, spectacular discourse obviously silences anything it finds inconvenient.
It isolates what it shows from its context, its past, the intentions and the consequences. It is thus
completely illogical. Since no one can contradict it, the spectacle has the right to contradict
itself, to correct its own past. The arrogant attitude of its servants, when they have to make
known some new, and perhaps still more dishonest version of certain facts, is to harshly correct
the ignorance and bad interpretations they attribute to their public, while the day before they
themselves were busily disseminating the error, with their customary assurance. Thus the
spectacle's instruction and the spectators' ignorance are wrongly seen as antagonistic factors
when in fact they give birth to each other. In the same way, the computer's binary language is an
irresistible inducement to the continual and unreserved acceptance of what has been
programmed according to the wishes of someone else and passes for the timeless source of a
superior, impartial and total logic. Such increased speed and a vocabulary to judge everything!
Political? Social? You must choose. You cannot have both. My choice is inescapable. They are
jeering at us, and we know whom these structures are for.[16] Thus it is not surprising that
children should glibly start their education at an early age with the Absolute Knowledge of
computer science; while they still do not know how to read, for reading demands making
veritable judgments at every line; and is the only access to the vast areas of pre-spectacular
human experience. Because conversation is almost dead, and soon so too will be many of
those who knew how to speak.
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John M. Bennett & Jim Leftwich

Utah swill

your school your skull outer neck is glow
float in cornered is ate yr hose was
oft replanguished oft is a chew the
ash no real cloud nor stairs contamination
tonguey door who's fatty sock yr
arcs at the focused dog burning

U-turn

sock
skink
skull
skulking
skuluLarularrrrr
skoot lulu Laramie
ruler barrrrrrrrrr

the spoil Ioops pill

we dge c lock k ey e n try



foot quivers
qquuiivveerrss
qqquuuiiivvveeerrrsss
w as p h one the cl od d

very heaving was yr bal oney
honey bail money hangs off
fffoooooottt wedge spoiling clock

you blocked the hea t yr teeth the cur ve
the hea l the cur se the curling hearse

was mudwalled hole train
was is as was an is

ort holography smells wind packed with moon

Iate & linty

bait

bail

bal tim ore

balo balo
balo
balon baton balloon

balone abalone

baloneRaiYnYyyyyyy
alone
by the Railroad
plenty any

||||||||||||||||||||||||||



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:45 PM (0 minutes ago)
to JOHN

eel lamph er D

inna breeze storm's the dictionn aire's

the eel ton neau a flappy lake
a gravel aria gravy heaped yr tttoothhh

que no escu glue cha chang gas wash
comb red f lags the wavy herd

jalapeno eyes cuke champ chomp
lo fi rindh ex halation exheals

re lendless sn ore jalopy elation
inna drippy s core the gravel que comb

Delaware Snipe Hunt Blues

soap soup
snooping
napping snip
snorrrrreDEeee
snorrrrreDEeee
snowballs
ballast
snorkler



snorrrrreDEeee
snorrrrreDEeee
sprinkler
Norfolk Norfolk
snorrrrreDEeee
soaring over Delaware
squirrel-deep

the glob NOTE

b,at's the boy surely lunch yr cock
plain who ,or who leg's stamping was
groaning mist next an echo off the clod
certain ?could the if f if off is s ff oof iis
certain shoe is shaming was a lent
rain next week yr ill crumbled in yr
pock et is the tpock et is the tit

Neptune

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
if often Tennessee
if if if ifiiiififififfiifi iffifiif ifi ifi if ififii fififif
as far as the eye can see
if o if of ifo if oif oif ofifof ifoofifofff
if often Tennessee
if of of if of if of if of ifo if ofi ofi fofif
as far as the eye can see
if oftTenFsseee

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



07.18.2015

soak cymbalom with ghosts
goat much of a smeared
much wheel poem damp
rinse due the corn cob eaten
angle red oat to hands
psychotropic water demons
blot normal has is odd
jerky rolling in it forget

memories very improvising grain
stormed mucus poultry idea-broth
besieged comb his urtext Factory
Deluge who history much kilns
demons roof glazed much beats seep
whispered said plenty aphorism poem
burst clues scene rain detective

thumbing much hash be invisible seep
anthologies veils fish lizard
interrupted the rain musty spine
red to soap booth in isolated lit
shimmers overlay puddles swaying



translucent reappeared immediacy
synesthetic unrecognizably whale
hoof chickens Mr Aquarium palimpsest

rain autumn scissors much be paid seep
coaxing textures cognitive spleen
drip washed the hammered comb
reference momentum who engineer
history Nothing Moist fleeting embedded
so sheer scale broth ball-bearings
slit aftermath red epic gauze cinema
fishnet destruction as spoon

green content shoes gravity paid seep
of wheel pepper flaming wheel
heroic spontaneous untouched in goat
naked with dilapidated cats scene
said jazz as found survived rain blot
free of swamps comb spleen
estimate relics potential immediacy
to reference absorbs every numerous
etymology as spoon harsh noises form
barrow eye rejuvenated Hand barrow

smeared much wheel dentistry
damp blot normal has
rinse due the corn plastic
eaten angle red oat hailed
hands essence water demons
soak cymbalom chalice



ghosts goat much of pink
transfusions odd jerky
rolling in electricity forget

memories toothbrushes improvising grain
stormed cellophane poultry idea-broth
besieged chewing gum his urtext Factory
Deluge vernacular history much kilns
demons enormous glazed much beats seep
whispered wires plenty aphorism poem
burst reconfigured scene rain detective

thumbing polyurethane hash be invisible
seep anthologies prosaic fish lizard
shimmers malleable puddles swaying
biological reappeared immediacy
consciousness unrecognizably whale
interrupted formica rain musty spine
red vinyl soap booth in isolated lit
hoof bourgeoisie Mr Aquarium palimpsest

rain autumn scissors vehicle reflects
coaxing textures zeitgeist eager
drip washed the manufacturers
slit aftermath red epic formaldehyde
postwar civilian parachutes as spoon
reference momentum fragile diamonds
history silk billiard balls fleeting
facsimiles nonconductive ball-bearings



etymology controllable spoon harsh
noises form barrow streamlined
rejuvenated Hand barrow green
repertoire shoes gravity paid
seep of pivotal pepper flaming
wheel heroic requisitioned untouched
in goat naked mirror lightning
dilapidated cats scene said turrets
as found survived rain blot free
inventory of swamps comb spleen
to precision absorbs every numerous
estimate pinnacle potential immediacy

detective much wheel
dentistry rain blot
normal has scene due
the corn plastic
reconfigured angle
red oat hailed burst
essence water demons
poem cymbalom chalice
aphorism goat much of
pink plenty odd jerky
wires electricity forget

whispered toothbrushes improvising
demons seep cellophane poultry
idea-broth beats chewing gum his
urtext Factory glazed vernacular
history enormous kilns palimpsest



aquarium polyurethane hash invisible
bourgeoisie anthologies prosaic fish
lizard booth hoof malleable puddles
swaying soap lit reappeared immediacy
vinyl isolated unrecognizably whale
red in formica rain musty spine

07.19.2015

changkha autumn scissors vehicle reflects
coaxing kayppayka zeitgeist eager
drip washed faaga manufacturers
slit aftermath red sopropo formaldehyde
postwar civilian karela as spoon
reference caetano fragile diamonds
cundeamor silk billiard balls fleeting
facsimiles muop dang ball-bearings

charantins controllable spoon harsh
noises momorcharin barrow streamlined
rejuvenated cyclase contrary green
repertoire glucose gravity paid
bitter melon of pivotal pepper flaming
wheel animal requisitioned untouched
in goat anthelmintic mirror lightning
dilapidated stomach scene said turrets
karounidiols found survived rain blot free
inventory guanylate swamps comb spleen



to precision galacturonic every numerous
estimate cucurbitanes potential immediacy

changkha autumn scissors
vehicle reflects coaxing
kayppayka zeitgeist eage
r facsimiles muop dang b
all-bearings drip washed
faaga manufacturers cund
eamor silk billiard ball
s fleeting slit aftermat
h red sopropo formaldehy
de reference caetano fra
gile diamonds postwar ci
vilian karela as ssppoon

charantins controllable spoon
harsh estimate cucurbitanes p
otential immediacy noises mom
orcharin barrow streamlined r
ejuvenated cyclase contrary g
reen repertoire glucose gravi
ty paid to precision galactur
onic every numerous bitter me
lon of pivotal pepper flaming
wheel animal requisitioned un
touched inventory guanylate s
wamps comb spleen in goat ant
helmintic mirror lightning di
lapidated said turrets karoun
idiols found survived rain bl
ot free stomach stomach scene



charantins controllable spoon all-bearings
drip washed ot free stomach stom,ach scene
faaga manufacturers cund harsh estimate cu
curbitanes p eamor silk billiard ball idio
ls found survived rain bl s fle,eting slit
aftermat lapidated said turrets karoun h r
ed sopropo formaldehy otential immediacy n
oises mom de reference caetano fra helmint
ic mirror lightning di gile diamonds postw
ar ci orcharin barrow streamlined r vilian
karela as sppoon wamps comb spleen in goat

ant ejuvenated cyclase contrary g
reen repertoire glucose gravi tou
ched inventory guanylate s ty pai
d to precision galactur wheel ani
mal requisitioned un onic every n
umerous bitter me lon of pi,votal
pepper flaming changkha autumn sc
issors r facsimiles muop dang bka
yppayka zeitgeist eage vehicle re
flects coaxing charantin dripping

...or map
revive/revolve



core most vulnerable clean-up

the idea eats
event-disease
snake of days
and shellfish

surrender the toe
who rots not
their media of choice

Pacific Ocean dirt
found the best minds
did not have a solution

and shellfish did not have
a solution... or map
their media of
choice revive/revolve
core
most vulnerable
clean-up snake of
days found the best
minds the idea eats who
rots not event-disease
Pacific Ocean dirt
surrender the



toe

toe and shellfish did not
have surrender the clean-up
snake of a
solution... or
map
Pacific Ocean
dirt their media
of rots not event-disease
choice revive/revolve minds the
idea eats who core
days found the
best most
vulnerable

vulnerable toe and shellfish did not
best most have surrender the clean-up
days found the snake of a dirt their
media idea eats who core solution...
or choice revive/revolve minds the map
of rots not event-disease Pacific Ocean

Drumme in Elvis vulnerable toe
and shellfish did not
music as been
Charta best
most
have surrender the clean-up
membrane memory-ladder days
found the snake



of a
dirt
their dressect followe the Claar
media idea eats who
core solution... in
toy descriptions
or
choice revive/revolve minds the
map cereal plankton dans
plea of rots
not event-disease
Pacific Ocean

suggesteec xerone $5 Universal O
is perb perbh perh
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sugge co-parking years split-pea
1921 femur
until a fire, generatic,
workers become early
as a model of general strikes
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The Impossibilists Collection
A Guide and Inventory
Spec.rare.cms.320

Guide Compiled by Jeff Rudzinsky & John M. Bennett

INTRODUCTION

The Impossibilists were a group of artists and writers centered in Portland, Oregon, active in the
1980’s and 1990’s. Their aesthetics were primarily absurdist, and expressed in graphics, poetry,
prose, comic strips, manifestos, and events. They were also involved extensively in Mail Art. In
2008, they held a reunion in Portland, which resulted in the publication of The Impossibilists
Manifesto, No. 100, compiled by Tom Cassidy (Musicmaster), one of the prime instigators of
Impossibilist activities. His work is well represented in this collection, as well as that of Katherine
Dunn, Dan Raphael, Rhoda Mappo, Blaster Al Ackerman, Rider, Max Deadtoe Delaney, John
M. Bennett, Keith Rahmmings, Mrs. Blaster, Haddock, Lipp, and others. Some of these
individuals, such as Raphael and Bennett, were “guests”, only marginally involved in the group’s
activities.

The contents of Box 1 (folders 1-33) of this collection were a gift from Tom Cassidy
(Musicmaster).

Dr. John M. Bennett June 2008

________________________________

Overview of the Collection:

Repository:Rare Books and Manuscripts Library
Identification:Spec.cms.320
Creator:John M. Bennett
Title:The Impossibilists Collection
Dates:1971-2008
Quantity:2 Boxes



Description:Contains number of mediums relating to the Impossibillists group of artists.
Materials include: mail art, graphics, poetry, prose, comic strips, manifestos, and information
regarding events.

________________________________

Box and Folder Listing:

Box 1

Folder Numbers 1 - 33

Folder contains two pieces of mail art from Thomas M. Cassidy. Pieces are roughly 11” x 5” in
size.
Folder contains a flyer with information about the appearance of Impossibilists works at the
Rake Gallery and the First Unitarian Church. Back side of flyer contains a message to John M.
Bennett, explaining further shipments of Impossibilists MATERIALS. There is also a partial list of
such materials.
Folder contains a flyer for the showing of The Impossibilists at “Fools Paradise” at 125 N.W. 6th.
Folder also contains blank checks belonging to the Correspondence Art Service Foundation,
(David Zack, Secretary).
Folder contains Internal Rhyme #59 April 2001, Dogs without Cars #7 August 1989 and #11
December 1989, an ad for White Screen by John M. Bennett, three flyers advertising
Musicmaster at the Blackfish Gallery, the Ha Ha Club, and at the Northwest Artists Workshop,
all in Portland, OR, and three prints or drawings by Musicmaster, two on green paper and one
on yellow paper.
Folder contains a copy of Waiting for Genghis by Musicmaster, 1991.
Folder contains a copy of Pains of Glass [poems] by Paul Weinman, with illustrations by
Musicmaster, NY, NY: Concrete Block in Your Face Press, [nd].
Folder contains a poster for Sightings by Ken Friedman. The project is described as a “traveling
process of creation and response”. Ca. 1975.
Printed envelope contains pointillist artwork from Fucci, collectively titled “The Awful Grounding”.
Ca. 1989.
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilists Manifesto no.2, [nd].
Folder contains a copy of the Portland Scribe, vol.6, number 20, September 22-28 1977.
Includes a page of drawings and commentary by Musicmaster (Thomas Cassidy).
Folder contains a copy of “Keep’em”. Includes work from Bill Thomas, Mark Sargent, Llyod
Nelson, Jack Scott Claflin, Willis Egerman, Walt Curtis, Ralph Martin Howell, Dundee, and
Thomas M. Cassidy. [nd]



Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilist Manifesto. [No. 1, nd]
Folder contains 32 card size pieces of artwork and visual poetry, in a sleeve with title “Musical
Comedy #6 ½”, “48 pieces”. Includes work by Musicmaster, Keith Rahmmings, John M. Bennett,
and others..
Ten Prints [by] Musicmaster, Minneapolis: Musicmaster, c1986. 13 pieces in a printed envelope.
Folder contains two copies of The Year in Sports by Musicmaster, a small book, [nd]. One copy
includes an original drawing.
Folder contains a copy of The Talkies: The Musical Comedy Edition 5 ½. [nd]
Folder contains “Giggola in “Blastin’ cap Comix”, a short comic strip, with other texts, including a
letter to Blaster [Al Ackerman] on Dummyism. All by Musicmaster.
Folder contains Let Me Go Now by Katherine Dunn, “Impossibilist Broadside, 1”, 1979.
Folder contains Overground by Max Deadtoe Delaney, Imossibilists Broadside #4, 1981.
Folder contains The Impossiblist Manifesto #6, by Musicmaster, ca. 1975.
Folder contains a copy of Public and Private Wars, Impossible #10: A Scrapbook. Includes
contributions from Musicmaster, Reynarda, Rider, Animal Trust, and Rhoda Mappo. [nd]
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilist Multiphasic Personality Inventory, Impossibilists #11,
1996. By Musicmaster.
Folder contains a text version of the contents in folder 22, photocopy on 8 ½ X 11 sheets, ca.
1978.
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilists Manifesto #13, ca. 1979.
Folder contains a copy of Impossible #15: Points of Impact, 1979.
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilists #17, Spring 1982, edited by Musicmaster.
Folder contains a copy of Autobiopsy: IMPS #18, 1983.
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilists #18, Spring 1983, Impossible Women. Includes
work from Reynarda Waly, Katherine Dunn, S.L. Ames, Rhoda Mappo, Mrs. Blaster, Inex, Lon
Spieglman, Dominick Fucci, Carol Stetser, Marilyn Rosenberg, Ryder, Annie, Dan Lissy, Roxy
Gordon, Dr. IS, and Musicmaster.
Folder contains a copy of IMPS 19, 1985.
Folder contains a copy of Impossibists Manifesto #20, the Planning Ahead Issue. Features Dr.
Trust, Harry Bates [Al Ackerman], Jay Rothbell, Alice Jimson, Bill Whorrall, Lon Spiegelman,
Dencer Tucson, Mario Conentino, Musicmaster, and Marinetti.
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilists Manifesto #21, February 1986, “Syllogisms”.
Includes work by Blaster Al Ackerman, Musicmaster, and others.
Folder contains a copy of IMPS #22, August 1986. Includes work by Haddock, Musicmaster, Pat
Fish, Eel Leonard, Tarzana Savanah, Buz Blurr, Dr. Trust, and others.
Folder contains a copy of The Impossibilists Manifesto #100, April 2008. Envelope contains
description of materials included. Includes materials from Dr. Trust, Rider, Reynarda Wally, Lipp,
Rhoda Mappo, Haddock, Diane Harlin, John M. Bennett, Dan Raphael, Bob Phillips, Scott
Helmes, Blaster Al Ackerman, Musicmaster, Katherine Dunn, and others.

________________________________



Box 2

Folder Numbers 34 - 46

Folder contains a copy of Impossible 14, September 1975. Edited by Max Deadtoe Delaney.
Folder contains a copy of Musical Comedy, no.1, Autumn 1977. Edited by Musicmaster.
Folder contains a copy of The Disapointments of George Custer, 1971. Edited by Bradford
Mossman. Includes work by Marti Barret, John Baker, Tony Voght, David Denton, Bradford
Mossman, Mark Sargent, Dan’l Haegerty, and Brad Lehman.
Folder contains artwork and drawings by Thomas M. Cassidy, 1979. Printed cards and flyers.
Folder contains a copy of the Impossibilist Manifesto #4, ca. 1975. Edited by Rhoda Mappo.
Folder contains two cards and heads printed on transparent plastic apparently from IMPS #18,
[nd]. In an envelope titled “Modern Religion”.
Folder contains 4 drawings by Thomas M. Cassidy, 1979. In a wrapper with title “Sea Monster”.
Folder contains a copy of 3 Day Fox: a Tattoo, by Katherine Dunn and Illustrations by Alaina
Lara, 1979. Signed by Dunn. Poetry chapbook.
Folder contains a copy of Room Enough by Mark Sargent, 1985. Signed by Sargent. Poetry
chapbook.
Folder contains a copy of Musical Comedy Editions, Summer 1983, by Musicmaster. Texts and
drawings.
Folder contains a copy of Dada Dearest, 1983, by Musicmaster. Texts and drawings.
Folder contains a copy of Tropic Harmonica Digest, no.2, 1971. Includes poems by James
Winchell.
Folder contains two copies of Woof!, 1983, drawings by Musicmaster. Copies printed with
different cover stock.


